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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we study several methods for keyword spot-
ting in spontaneous speech signal. Novel method combin-
ing probabilistic phone matching (PSM) approach with word
confusion networks (WCN) is proposed for open-vocabulary
keyword spotting task. This method runs keyword spotting
on multi-level transcriptions (WCN and phone-onebest). We
propose to use classical string matching for word spotting
on WCN. At the same time probabilistic string matching is
used for acoustic word spotting on phone-onebest transcrip-
tion. It is verified that the novel hybrid method outperforms
WCN-based and PSM-based approaches in-vocabulary and
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) keywords.

1. INTRODUCTION

Keyword spotting is the task dealing with the identification
of keywords in speech data. It is widely used in automatic
control, human-computer interface, information retrieval in
spoken document etc. With a growing amount of accessi-
ble online audio-visual material getting and using the data in
an effective and reliable way has become a key issue. Au-
dio streams of multimedia documents often contain spoken
parts. We focus on the keyword spotting techniques applied
for spoken document retrieval (SDR) in this paper.

Generally SDR systems consist of two parts: indexing
and retrieval. Indexing tools transcribe speech data in word
or sub-word representations. Based on the representation re-
trieval tools compute a similarity score for each document
according to the query. Query could be seen as a sequence
of keywords. Hence SDR could also be treated as a special
multi-keyword spotting task.

Recently, SDR approaches could be classified in
four main categories according to the type of index-
ing units: word-based approaches, subword-based ap-
proaches, phone/phoneme-based approaches and combined
approaches. Word-based approaches [1] rely on large vocab-
ulary automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems that tran-
scribe spoken data in a word sequence. Text string matching
algorithms can then be used to find the information. Even
though such strategies are able to achieve a reasonable per-
formance, the size of the recognizable vocabulary restricts
the number of words in queries. In [5], Logan et. al. reported
that about 13% of user queries contain out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words. Moreover, OOV words pose a serious prob-
lem in a word-based SDR system, particularly in domains
where new words appear frequently over a short period of
time. Some experts try to overcome this restriction with

sub-word units like VCV [2]. The main drawback of this
method is that the sub-word units are extracted directly from
text without taking their acoustic properties into considera-
tion. Some other experts try to overcome the OOV-problem
with phone/phoneme-based issue [8]. It was verified that a
phone/phoneme-based matching algorithm could address the
issue of OOV-words encountered in a word-based matching
algorithm. However, its performance depends heavily on the
accuracy of the phonetic transcription. Typically, a phone
recognizer can achieve only an accuracy of 50% as com-
pared to 80% accuracy of a domain dependent word recog-
nizer. Hence approaches that combining different indexing
sources are investigated ([3], [4]). James [4] combined word
and phone recognition in a complete recognition system in
which the phone recognizer is only used to spot the OOV-
words. This combination improves the retrieval effectiveness
of a SDR system but it needs more training data and more ef-
forts for building two recognizers.

Most approaches announced before deal with one-best
ASR output. It is reliable with low error rate. However with
increasing error rate, some important information could be
lost in one-best transcription. Some techniques have been de-
veloped dealing with multiple hypotheses from an ASR sys-
tem, in which word and/or sub-word lattice are used to index
speech data [12]. Techniques are also investigated to reduce
the size of multiple hypotheses provided by an ASR system,
e.g. confusion network proposed by Mangu [7]. Confusion
network has the most compact structure representing mul-
tiple hypotheses while keeping the order of symbols along
the time axis. It is verified that using confusion network for
indexing could achieve more robust keyword matching in er-
roneous recognition hypotheses.

In this paper, we propose a method that combines WCN-
based and phone-onebest based approaches for in-vocabulary
(INV) and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words spotting in spon-
taneous speech data. The proposed system runs matching on
multi-level transcription (WCN and phone-onebest). Only
20k word ASR is built for transcribing the speech data into
word-onebest and word lattice transcription. With help of a
pronunciation dictionary phone-onebest transcription is ex-
tracted from word-onebest ASR output directly. Classical
string matching algorithm is used to find INV-keyword in
WCN. Acoustic matching for both INV and OOV-keywords
is realizd with PSM on phone-onebest transcription extracted
directly from word-onebest with help of pronunciation dic-
tionary. The results of WCN-based string matching and
phone-onebest based PSM are then be combined together
with a match’s confidence score. This method outperforms
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WCN-only and PSM-only baseline systems.

2. HYBRID KEYWORD SPOTTING METHOD

The proposed hybrid keyword spotting approach is shown
in figure 1. It consists of three main modules: multi-level
indexing, hybrid Matching and scoring/ranking.

2.1 Multi-level indexing

In this paper, we try to use the multi-level information (phone
one-best, and WCN) to improve the performance for both
INV and OOV words. It is verified that the phone-based
indexing method is effective especially for OOV keywords.
However it yields generally a lower precision for INV queries
than word-based indexing. The benefits with combined word
and phone hypotheses has been shown in recent works [6]. It
is reported that the combination of word and phone confusion
networks is effective to achieve high retrieval performance
for both INV and OOV queries.

We propose a method that combines WCN with phone
one-best indexing to improve the detection rate of both INV
and OOV keywords. Word-based ASR takes as input the
speech signal and generates word one-best transcription and
word lattice. Phone one-best transcription is constructed by
a word-2-phone module with the help of the pronunciation
lexicon. Each word in the one-best transcription is replaced
with its corresponding phone sequence.

A word lattice is generated for INV word spotting and is
reduced with Mangu’s Algorithm [7]. As a more compact
representation of lattice, WCN is constructed step-by-step:

• First the posterior probability is computed for all edges
in the word lattice.

• Second the edges with posterior probability far below
one are removed from the lattice.

• Then edges corresponding to the same word instance
with time-overlap are grouped into one cluster. Cluster
posteriors are set to the sum of all clustered edges’
posteriors.

• In the last inter-word clustering which groups different
words that compete around the same time interval with
similar phonetic properties.

2.2 Hybrid matching

Different matching strategies are used for word spotting on
multi-level transcriptions. The probabilistic phone matching
algorithm [8] is applied for phone-based word spotting. A
classical string matching algorithm is used to find keyword
in WCN.

The probabilistic phone matching algorithm is based on
a 1-best phone transcription and consists of search term lo-
cation and search term weighting. The task of the slot-
detection component is to find possible slots in transcrip-
tion which may contain the keyword sequence. It is assumed
that most errors in transcription are substitution errors. The
slots which have a sufficient conformity with the keyword
phone sequence are estimated. The conformity is measured
as the number of common phones, the same phone occurring
at the same position within the keyword phone sequence and

slots. A slot is verified when its number of common phones
is greater than a pre-defined threshold value.

Phone confusion information is used for slot probability
estimation. Phone confusion information in form of a matrix
contains statistics on the substitution errors, insertion errors
and deletion errors of a phonetic recognizer. In our case,
there are 39 phone classes. The dimension of our confusion
matrix obtained by running the phone recognizer on devel-
opment data set is 40*40. The upper left sub matrix with
dimension 39*39 including all substitution errors is called
the substitution matrix, in which a componentC(r, l) corre-
sponds to the number of phoner recognized as phonel . The
last column contains the number of deletion errors that in-
dicates the probability that a phone is spoken but not recog-
nized. The last row contains the number of insertion errors
for each phone, which gives the probability that a phone is
not spoken but recognized. Slot probability is then estimated
as follows [8]:

sim(s0,qv) := Psub(q[v],s[0]); (1)
sim(su,q0) := Psub(q[0],s[u]); (2)

sim(su,qv) = max

{
sim(su−1,qv−1)+Psub(q[v],s[u]);

sim(su,qv−1)+Pdel(q[v]);
sim(su−1,qv)+Pins(s[u]);

(3)

whereSu is the sub-string of theu+ 1 first phones ofs
(slot detected);qv is the sub-string of thev+1 first phones of
q (keyword phone sequence);q[v] is thev+1 phone inq; s[u]
indicates the(u+ 1) phone in detected slot;Psub(q[v],s[u])
is the probability that phoneq[v] is substituted with phone
s[u]; Pdel(q[v]) indicates the probability that the phoneq[v] is
deleted; andPins(s[u]) is the probability that the phones[u]
is inserted. The slot-probability estimation is implemented
using dynamic programming.

Figure 2: DP transitions used

The three alternatives defined in equation (3) are illus-
trated as arrows in a two-dimensional grid defined by the slot
phone sequence (x-axis) and the keyword phone sequence
(y-axis). Figure 2 shows a simpler and more straightforward
recursive scheme used in the work described here.
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Figure 1: WCN-PSM keyword spotting sytsem structure

2.3 Scoring and ranking

If the given keyword is found in WCN with a string match-
ing algorithm, the score of this candidate will be set to 1,
otherwise 0. For the single-keyword spotting task the rank-
ing score of INV word’s candidate is estimated as the sum of
WCN-based string matching score and the PSM-score. The
ranking score of OOV-candidates is set to its PSM-matching
score.

For multi-keyword spotting task the ranking score is set
to:

rank score=
1

rank in lst
+λ ∗single rank score. (4)

where rank in lst is the rank in the result list of single-
keyword spotting task; The weightλ is selected experimen-
tally; single rank score is the ranking score estimated for
single-keyword spotting task.

3. EXPERIMENT

3.1 Experiment setup

Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpora si-dt-s2 data is selected
to evaluate the spotting performance of the proposed sys-
tem. This spontaneous clean speech data consists of a set of
single-sentence documents covering ten different domains.
There is a total of 207 sentences spoken by 10 persons (5
female and 5 male). 200 INV-words with 304 occurrences
and 40 OOV-words with 52 occurrences are selected for the
evaluation procedure.

The Word-based ASR (20k) is trained on 16kHz mono
audio speech (WSJ). A Gaussian mixture model is used to
model 8,000 tied states (16 Gaussians per state). The acous-
tic model was initialized with the TIMIT corpus [11] and
trained on WSJ training data (all). The bigram language
model is trained on NoV-92 LM training data (20k vocab-
ulary). This word-based ASR achieves an accuracy rate of
60% on the test data set with an OOV-rate of 7%. This word-
based ASR provides the word-onebest and word lattice at the
same time for further analysis. Phone onebest transcription

is constructed directly from the word-onebest transcription
with the help of the CMU pronunciation dictionary [10]. The
WCN is constructed using the method described in section
2.1.

Precision, recall and mean average precision (mAP) are
selected metrics for system performance evaluation [9]. As
defined in formula (5) precision is the number of detected
true hits over the total number detected candidates. Recall
is defined in formula (6) as the number of detected true hits
over total true hits in the collection of documents.

Precision=
Detectedtrue hits

Nr o f detectedCandidates
∗100%. (5)

Recall =
Detectedtrue hits

Total hits in test data
∗100%. (6)

Sometimes it is troublesome to compare the performance
of different retrieval systems using precision-recall curves.
Therefore single performance measure, mAP, is commonly
used. The mAP value is obtained by averaging the precision
values across all recall points. The mAP value can be inter-
preted as the area under the precision-recall curve.

3.2 Results and discussion

The objective of the experiments was to examine whether
the keyword spotting performance can be improved by com-
bining WCN and phone-onebest based PSM techniques.
The following keyword spotting approaches were compared:
WCN-based string matching, phone-onebest based PSM
only and the proposed method that combines both of them.
Because that the mean average precision is a single num-
ber, and many performances information may be hidden.
Two keyword spotting systems with different precision-recall
curves can have the same mAP value (the area under the
precision-recall curve is the same). Therefore we generally
use both of them, i.e. the precision-recall curve and the mAP
value, to evaluate the performance of our system.
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Table 1: mAP (%) obtained with different keyword spotting
approaches

INV OOV Total

WCN 70.0 0 62.2

PSM 46.5 18.8 41.2

WCN+PSM 73.8 18.8 63.7

Table 1 shows the mAP values obtained using 240 se-
lected keywords. It is observed that WCN-based string
matching approach reached mAP value of 70% even with
high WER (40%) in the word transcription. None of the
OOV-words could be detected with this method and con-
sequently mAP of 62.2% for all INV- and OOV-keywords
was obtained. The phone-onebest transcription includes a
lot of errors even though it was extracted directly from ASR
word-onebest output. Hence phone-onebest based PSM al-
gorithm could detect OOV-words but with degrading effec-
tiveness (mAP of 41.2% for all INV- and OOV- words). It
can only reach a mAP value of about 46.5% for INV-words
and 18.8% for OOV-words. The PSM approach yielded a
better performance for INV-words than OOV-words because
the phone-onebest transcription was extracted directly from
ASR word-onebest output with the help of the pronunciation
dictionary. The chance of an exact matching between INV-
keyword phone sequence and a slot detected in the phone-
onebest transcription is much higher than one with OOV-
keywords. It could be observed, too, our proposed method
combining both WCN and PSM strategy (as explained in 2),
obtained the best performance with a mAP of 63.7% for all
INV- and OOV-words. The mAP is improved by about 2.4%
relative to the WCN-based approach. The novel WCN/PSM
system achieves an improvement in the mAP value of about
54.6% relative to a PSM-only approach.

Figure 3 shows a similar behaviour in form of recall-
precision curves. At almost all levels of recall the combi-
nation of WCN and PSM could yield better precision values.
Especially at a recall level of 60% an improvement of about
40% (in precision value) could be observed.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated different keyword spotting
techniques. We have successfully combined WCN-based
string matching and phone-onebest based PSM for keyword
spotting in spontaneous speech signal. Despite high word er-
ror rates in word-level transcription, WCN-based approaches
could obtain mAP of about 70%. OOV-keywords could be
detected with PSM approaches. Experiments showed that
the combination of these two systems could improve the key-
word spotting performance.
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Figure 3: Precision/Recall plot of the phone-based and multi-
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